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3 Len Lye Bell Wand, 1965, 2011 reconstruction
fibreglass, bells, motor
Lye developed a range of techniques to heighten the potential
sonic qualities of his sculptures, including the use of bells and
percussive ‘strikers’. Bell Wand exemplifies such an approach.
Adamant that he did not want the sound of Bell Wand to be
‘too romantic’ but rather ‘vehement’ and ‘sonorous’, Lye
attached ‘clanker plates’
to the bottom of the wand. As the sculpture’s pace quickens
and the rod becomes increasingly agitated, the sound of the
clanker plates serve to dispel any
‘sleigh bell’ associations.
Bell Wand performs every hour from 10:30am to 4:30pm.
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3
Len Lye Steel Sounds for Ann McMillan, 1976
¼” open reel audio recording
12:28 min., looping
Recordings of Len Lye’s sculptures, used by Ann McMillan as
source material for her recording Earth Song Metals pt. 1.
Len Lye Introduction to ‘Sounds of Len Lye Sculpture’,
date unknown
ink on paper
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1 Len Lye Roundhead, 1960, 1998 reconstruction
stainless steel, nylon, music box and motors
Roundhead is one of Lye’s earliest tangibles. As the outer ring is
gently spun by the motorised base, energy is transferred to the
three inner rings, which reflect light from their metal surfaces
as they spin. Although the motor and the rings generate their
own sounds, Lye intensified the musical effect by incorporating
a music box in the base that plays in- and out-of-phase with the
movement of the rings. Lye removed pins from the music box
at random, so that the original melody, Silent Night, becomes
unrecognisable, with the final composition and sequencing of
sounds left entirely to chance. John Canaday, reviewer for The
New York Times, likened the ‘little chirping noises’ produced by
Roundhead to the stuttering rhythm of the crickets’ call.

2 Len Lye Fountain II, 1960, 1995 reconstruction
stainless steel rods, motor
Fountain’s plume of steel rods create an almost inaudible
rustling sound as they brush against one another. Lye adapted
the composition to play almost continuously – when the motor
stops momentarily, the rods continue to sway under their
own momentum, giving the appearance of perpetual motion.
In contrast to the intense sounds typical of many of Lye’s
sculptures, Fountain is more meditative, requiring the viewer to
look and listen closely.
Lye did not consciously seek any particular images of motion.
He would go after a particular feeling or image which fascinated
him without knowing why. Later, he would see in his work some
association that called to mind experiences rooted in nature,
such as the movement of grass caught by the wind, or the
spray of a fountain. Lye went along with these associations,
naming his sculptures after them in hope that viewers
would feel at home with their imagery long enough to feel
unconsciously the energy of the movements they observe.

Len Lye and Lou Adler ‘Blade’ in Len Lye’s studio, date
unknown
colour photographic slide
Len Lye ‘Flip and Two Twisters (Trilogy)’ in motion, c. 1966
colour photographic slide
Len Lye Timbre of Steel Sculpture, c. 1966
¼” open reel audio recording
10:37 min., looping

Phew Untitled, 2018
3:04 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“I processed and used some sounds from Trilogy,
synthesized ‘dimensions’ with two oscillators and
a sequencer, and sketched out a sound to give an
audience member an impression similar to the
extreme shaking of a flipping and twisting object.
Can a physical space made with sound, an auditory
stimulation made to convey a certain vision, or
something else made with these intentions, be
music? This is part of a larger question of ‘what music
is’, and for me, a very personal question I’ve been
wrestling with for years.”
Based in Japan, Phew has been a pioneer of left-field pop
and avant-garde music for nearly 40 years. Her career
began in the late 1970s as lead singer of Osaka punk
group Aunt Sally. Ryuichi Sakamoto produced her first
solo release in 1980, a two-song single, and in 1981 Pass
Records released her debut album, recorded with original
Can members Holger Czukay and Jaki Liebezeit at Conny
Plank’s studio in Germany. She has forged a singular path
over the past thirty-plus years, collaborating with folks
from DAF, Einstürzende Neubauten, Boredoms, Anton Fier,
Bill Laswell and more. Her early albums have been cited
as among the ‘Greatest Albums of Japanese Rock ‘n’ Roll’,
while her most recent albums, Voice Hardcore and Light
Sleep, have received critical acclaim, finding her breaking
new ground and staying at the forefront of fresh electronic
and vocal music.

Sally Ann McIntyre
study for two unfinished silences (for Len Lye), 2018
19:57, looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“In this piece, you can hear a playing of Silent Night
on a semi-programmable toy zither, captured in a
one-take field recording in a room in Prato with busy
street noise outside. The tune itself has largely been
erased, through the missing strings of the zither
and the limitations of the instrument, making its
appearance rudimentary, aleatory and minimal. A
fleeting ghosting of the sounds of Lye’s Roundhead
are also present, as is the playing of another score,
one written by Johannes C. Andersen in 1913, who in
his notes on the songs of particular tui in the vicinity
of the city of Wellington, wrote: ‘one would suppose
the bird to be ‘preparing’ for singing, for he emitted
more clicks, clacks, and gurrs than musical notes,
sounding like the snapping and intermittent whirring
of clockwork, as though his musical box had been
undergoing seasonal repairs, and was being tested
as to its mechanism.’ Andersen’s notation of the
particular tui phrase he writes about in this passage
was identified from his notations, and transcribed
to music box, a sound of summer in Aotearoa, which
I imagined the expatriate Lye also had lodged in his
memory.”

Sally Ann McIntyre is a Dunedin-based sound artist and
writer, who often works with radio transmission as a form
of fieldwork. McIntyre’s sound work includes ongoing
research into the materiality of recorded silence, the
history of birdsong transcription, and the hauntology
of extinction as a trace within sound archives, including
the use of pre-electrical sonic inscription and playback
mechanisms, such as gramophones, phonographic wax
cylinders and music boxes. Her work often intersects with,
and interrogates, the sound archive as a formation, and
asks how to situate the indeterminate within structures of
ordering. Her projects have been exhibited in galleries and
project spaces in Australia, New Zealand, the UK, Germany
and the U.S. and she has released material on the labels
winds measure, Consumer Waste, and/Oar, Idealstate,
Flaming Pines and Gruenrekorder.

Len Lye ‘Twister’ in motion, 1966
colour photographic slide
An Evening of Tangible Motion Sculpture, Museum of
Modern Art, New York, 1961
contact sheet print
Photo: The New York Times

Daniel Beban Untitled, 2018
3:34 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“This piece is made up from sounds from four of Len
Lye’s sculptures; Universe, Witch Dance, Bell Wand
and Blade. These recordings have been re-recorded
onto reel-to-reel tapes, and manipulated (fast/slow,
forwards/backwards) then looped by splicing a
segment of tape together. These simple processes
and the limitations of analogue technology means
the finished piece retains a strong sonic semblance
to Wayne Laird’s original recordings, while allowing
me, the manipulator, to sculpt a new work out of the
raw audio material. Reel-to-reel tape machines are
a technology that was current in the 1960s, the time
Lye was creating his kinetic sculptures, and as such
the sound world created here is in keeping with the
sonic qualities of recordings that Lye and associates
would have been making at the time.”
Daniel Beban is a musician and sound artist who lives
in Wellington, New Zealand. He performs on a number
of different instruments in groups including Orchestra
of Spheres, Sign of the Hag, Sunburst Finish, Micro Soft
Voices, UMU and others. He builds sound sculptures and
invented instruments out of found objects and recycled
materials, including the water organ (installed at Zealandia
bird sanctuary in Wellington). Through his work as a radio
sound engineer, Beban has experimented at length with
reel-to-reel tape machines. The tape machine has formed
the basis of much of his electronic work, especially with
Imbogodom (a duo with Alexander Tucker). In 2009, Beban
founded the Frederick Street Sound and Light Exploration

Taku Unami Untitled, 2018
10:37 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“Using the Fourier Transform process, frequencies in
the recordings of Len Lye’s sculpture are subtracted
from audio material recorded on a stormy day in
Tokyo, 22nd August 2016.”
Based in Tokyo, Taku Unami is known as a performer of
multi-instrumental, improvised, or unclassifiable (non-)
music. As well as bandleader and guitarist of depressive
easy-listening group HOSE (discontinued), Unami is a
composer of film scores for directors including Isao
Okishima and Takeshi Furusawa, and the founder of hibari
music, an experimental music record label and distributor.
A member of HONTATEDORI, Kanji Nakao Trio, among
others, Unami has also collaborated with Klaus Filip, JeanLuc Guionnet, Kazushige Kinoshita, Eric La Casa, Radu
Malfatti, and Norimizu Ameya. Unami performed widely
internationally, and has published more than 30 solo or
collaborative records. Recent publications include cloud of
unknowing (tenseless music 2018), Wovenland with Toshiya
Tsunoda (Erstwhile Records 2018).
Len Lye and Lou Adler ‘Description of Roundhead I’ The Art
Journal, 1961
ink on paper
Len Lye ‘Roundhead’ in motion, c. 1960-61
colour photographic slide
Photo: Albert Gruen
Len Lye ‘Blade’, date unknown
colour photographic slide

Society and was director of the associated venue Fred’s.
In 2014 the Sound and Light Exploration Society opened
the Pyramid Club, which hosts weekly experimental music
performances, exhibitions, workshops and other activities.

Campbell Kneale Untitled, 2018
24:46 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“The thing that struck me like a hammer when I first
wrapped my ears around Wayne Laird’s recordings
of Len Lye’s sounds was how contemporary they
sounded. In my unorthodox line of creative work I
have surrounded myself with artists and weirdos
that have made these kinds of tonalities their stock
& trade a good few decades after the objects that
produced these sounds for Len Lye were made.
Somehow time had shifted; peoples’ awareness and
taste for ‘noise-as-music’ had waxed, and it seemed
like the most natural response to the recordings was
to frame them carefully within my own half-finished
beds of sound, as unaltered as possible, allowing
them to comfortably sink into their new home with
the minimum of post-production chicanery. Here,
they rattle up against homemade, feral drones and
cheap gadgetry, slithering and clanging like metal
serpents in a garden of electrickery. Menacing and
meditative.”
Based in the small town of Featherston, Campbell
Kneale is widely regarded as one of New Zealand’s most
prominent sound artists. He began producing his own
inimitable music in the mid-1990s and has worked under a
number of guises, most notably the symphonic, bedroomdwelling Birchville Cat Motel, doom-metal heavyweights
Black Boned Angel, and his current deep-trance-inducing
project Our Love Will Destroy The World. The sound
universes contained within these monikers are united in
their dedication to the meditative qualities of densely-

layered drones, barely-functioning equipment, and an
approach to performance that values ecstatic trance
over exceptional technique. Kneale has toured extensively
throughout Europe, North America and Asia.

Len Lye ‘Storm King’ in motion, date unknown
gelatin silver print

Ben Vida Lye Track (Edit 8), 2018
4:16 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“Produced solely from sound materials from Wayne
Laird’s recordings of Len Lye sculptures, this is a short
study that foregrounds the textural elements of Lye’s
work. As a starting point for this track I examined
the Lye sound materials on a granular lever and then
experimented with rubbing a few of those sounds
together to see what new materials might take
shape.”
Ben Vida is an artist and composer based in New York.
His pieces have been presented widely in the US, at the
Guggenheim, The Kitchen, EMPAC, Performa Biennial, BAM,
The Artist’s Institute, all in New York; The MCA and Lampo
in Chicago; as well as across Europe and the UK. Solo
exhibitions include [Smile on.]... [Pause.]... [Smile off.] at
Lisa Cooley Gallery, New York and Slipping Control (West)
at 356 S. Mission Rd, LA. His work has been featured in
notable art publications including Artforum, The New York
Times, Art Review, and WIRED magazine, among others.
Vida is an Adjunct Associate Professor in the Sonic Arts
MFA at Brooklyn College, New York.
Len Lye Drawings of ‘Bell Wand’ in motion, date unknown
colour photographic slide
Len Lye ‘Bell Wand’ detail, date unknown
colour photographic slide
Len Lye ‘Grass’ in motion, 1965
gelatin silver print
Photo: Sherwin Greenberg McGranahan & May Inc.

Len Lye Foundation Collection, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery/
Len Lye Centre

Nell Thomas With Wands in Hand, 2018
4:34 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“A circle of witches, you in the centre. Shaking bellwands, summoning voices.
With Len Lye’s Bell Wand, Witch Dance, theremin and
voice.”
Nell Thomas is a Wellington-based musician and sound
maker. She plays in bands Orchestra of Spheres, Microsoft
Voices, Cookie Brooklyn & the Crumbs, and Mean Bones,
and in improvising electronic duo Oghum. Nell has made
sound works for dance, theatre and film, and is a founding
member of the arts venue Pyramid Club in Wellington. She
holds a Masters degree in ethnomusicology from Victoria
University of Wellington. Nell primarily plays synthesizers,
theremin am effects, drum kit, and voice, and has
collaborated with a number of local and international
musicians.

Len Lye ‘Fountain’ in motion, 1963
gelatin silver print
Len Lye Steel bell for ‘Bell Wand’, date unknown
colour photographic slide
Len Lye Foundation Collection, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery/
Len Lye Centre

Francis Plagne Two Panels (with Len Lye, for Rohan Drape),
2018
24:00 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“My initial idea was to make musical settings or
backdrops for the recordings of Len Lye’s kinetic
sculptures. In the process of making them, my own
contributions outgrew their function as backdrops.
Though the sounds of Lye’s sculptures are heard
throughout the piece, they are ingredients among
others in a stew that also contains wind instruments,
percussion, electronic sounds, voice, and an outdoor
recording (of a bamboo grove in Kyoto, Japan, I think,
but I never labelled the file, so I can’t be sure). Using
Lye’s recordings this way, as a source of novel timbres
to be used for new compositions, is something Lye
himself imagined.”
Francis Plagne is a musician from Melbourne whose
work swings between songwriting and a variety of other
approaches, including group improvisation, instrumental
abstraction, and domestic musique concrète. He has
been performing live regularly since 2005 and has released
recordings on labels such as Albert’s Basement, Black
Truffle, Lost and Lonesome, Kye Records, and his own
Mould Museum. Alongside his solo work, he works with
James Rushford and Joe Talia as Food Court, in a duo
with Canadian sound artist crys cole, and in various
collaborative projects with the English ambient musician
Andrew Chalk.

Len Lye ‘Witch Dance’ in Len Lye’s studio, New York, date
unknown
gelatin silver print
Len Lye ‘Universe’ in motion, date unknown
colour photographic slide
Photo: Oliver Baker Associates Inc
Len Lye ‘Universe’ at rest, date unknown
gelatin silver print
Len Lye ‘Fountain’ in motion, 1963
colour photographic slide
Photo: Oliver Baker Associates Inc

Mikey Young Untitled, 2018
5:34 min., looping
Courtesy the artist and the Len Lye Foundation Collection
“The piece I wrote for this exhibition is arranged in an
effort to create something tuneful while maintaining
the sense of space and place of the recordings.
I drew inspiration from the playful and energetic
feelings of Lye’s early short films.”
Mikey Young is a musician and audio engineer living in Rye,
Victoria, Australia. Over the past 20 years he has managed
a vinyl pressing plant and a record label; recorded, mixed
and mastered numerous albums and played and toured
internationally in various bands including Eddy Current
Suppression Ring and Total Control. In 2017, he released
two albums of his own and another as part of the duo,
The Green Child. In the last few years, his focus has
shifted towards scoring for visual media, most recently
the feature film, Strange Colours dir. Alena Lodkina,
2017. During this time he started to incorporate more
environmental sounds into his songs, experimenting with
sampling and manipulating.

Len Lye ‘Storm King’, date unknown
colour photographic slide
Len Lye ‘Twister’ in motion, c. 1966
colour photographic slide
Len Lye Foundation Collection, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery/
Len Lye Centre

